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An effect of the impeller blade number on the power input is analized nuⅡwricany
for the

agitated vesselwith paddle impe11er･ The power input at very small Reynolds number of Reo ≦ 1 is

roughly proportional to one･third power of the impeller blade number･ At higher'Reynolds number of

Reo > 1 the power input increases shghdy with increase of Reynolds ntmber･ then the Reynolds num-

ber dependency of the power input is highat small impeller blade number･ The average shearrate for

non-Newtonian fluid is almost independent of Reynolds mmber and of the flow behaviour index,

whereas it is roughly proportional
to one-third power of the impeller blade number･ This fact con血Ⅷs

the availability of the assumption that the average shear rate is equivalent tothe average shear rate at

the impeuer tip radius･ The eddy kinematic viscosity estimated from the model by Hifaokaand

Fan is almost independent of the impeller blade number･

Introduction

The two dimensional model for the laminar丑ow in an

agitated vessel has been developed by authors, and the

resultant power input was in good agreement withthe

experimental one･ ne model, however, was restricted

only to the vesselwith
two blade paddle impeller･ In

this paper, the effect of the impeller blade number
on

the power input is discussed by using the same model

as that in the previous papersl,2).

1. Governhg Eqtntions

The dimensionaless vorticity equation for the incom-

pressiblefluid
can be written by usir)g the moving co-

ordinate system fixed on the impeller, as fTollows:
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The vorticity is defined by using the streamfuncti9n,

v, as follows.I

a)ニーv2v (3)I

and the stream function is defined by the followirlg

relations satisfying the continuity equation.

ue-%,",--+
･ % (4)

In Eqs. (1) through (4)all v訂iables are reduced to.di.-

mensionless ones by usingthe rotationalvelocity ofves-

sel wall, V, the vessel radius, D/2, and the specified

viscosity, FED. IL･t and Re mean the dimensionless local

viscosity and Reynolds number ofD Vpf2抽,reSpeCtively･

For Newtonian nuid at constant temperature, the･

dimensionlessviscosity, FL+, isunity and the termrof-

(1) F(v,a',fL*)inEq･(1)iszero･

For non-Newtonian power law fluid, the viscosity is,

expressed as

p*-i-I
The specifiedviscosity, FED, is here selected

as

FLo -K(2 V/D)n-1

(2)

(5)

(6)-

where K and n are the fluid consistency and the flow

behaviour index of power law丑uid, respectively. The

double dot product in Eq.(5) is related to the strain
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rate components.

+(A:A)-Ae2e +A,2o

where

Aee-2(÷･巧㌫-÷･品)v

(7) 10

tD
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q=

(8)
≠

A,o-(妥-÷･去一与･A)v
Applying Eqs. (1) through(8) to the flow domain in

an
agitated vessel with paddle impeller, we obtain the

following boundary conditions.

i)

uo-i-0,a,=-+
･ %-0

at impeller and sba氏

ii)

〟e-i-1,a,--÷･筈-o
at Vessel wall (9)

iii)去J.2nr2(I,e･Re･",uo)d9-0
(〃♪<r<1)

(conservation of angular moment at steady state)

The third condition can be rewritten as

去Jo2nr2T,ed9-Re

･ri2:(%)のd9-0 (10)

2. Calculation Procedure

The numerical algorithm is the same as that in the

previous papersl･2). First the flow domain is devided

into M x N subdomains and at each nodal point the

governlng equations and the associated boundary con･

ditions are expressed by the five-point diqerence forms.

Then, the resultant difference equations and allied

boundary conditions are solved by the S.0.R. method.

In this calculation, number of divisions, M x N, is

10 x 10, 20 x 20 or 20 x 10 depending on the con-

vergence speed･ For more details of the calculation pro-

cedures refTer to the previous papersl,2).

3. Resdts and Discussion

Numerical calculations are made for all cases
of the

℃ombination of d/D - 0･3, 0･5, 0･8 and 7tp
- 2, 4, 8.

For non-Newtonian fluid, the月ow behaviour index, n,

isvaried in the range ofO.6
- 1.2.

l-. 2 4 8

0.3 0 ● (I

tReG)Grit
0.5 A ▲ A

0_8 ⊂】 E) E)
l
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T

Res
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FI'g･ 1 Dependency of power Input On both modified
Reynolds number and impeller blade number.

third power of impeller blade number, asalready re-

ported in previous paperl), i.e.,

f･Reo =2(np/2)1/3 (11)

(Reo≦1 ;2≦np≦8)

For high Reynolds number range of Reo > 1, the

power Input is shownto increase slightlywith increasing

Reynolds number. However, the dependency of the

power input on Reynolds number decreaseswith the

increase of impeller blade number･ The solid line in Fig.

1 can be expressed approximatelywith the fTollowing

empirical equation.

f･Reo
-2(7Zp/2)1/3(Reo)0･247′("i.

1 1'1･ 3
(12)

(Reo> 1 ; 2≦np≦8)

Stream lines in the vessel with paddle of d/D - 0.8

are shown in Fjg･ 2 for the cases ofnp
- 2タ4and 8,

respectively. The large circulation且ows in the sector

constructedwith impeller blades separate into small

ones
and djsappearwith increase of the impeller blade

number.

A calculation result of the power input for Newtonian
np = 8

1fluid is shown in F王g･ 1, where the power Input is mo-

di丘ed to the product of friction factor and modified

Reynolds number･ The power input at very small Rey-

d/D= 0.8

ReG-→ 0

;molds number is approximately proportional to one- Fig･ 2 Effectofimpe11erbladenumberonflowpattern.
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Fig. 3 Effect ofimpeller blade number on shear stress

distribution at vessel wall.

shear stress distribution in 0 direction on the vessel

wall at Reo - 0 is shown in Fig･ 3 for the impeller of

〃♪ - 0.3, 0.5, 0.8 and ㌔
- 2, 4, 8･ The shear stress

distribution becomes flat and has no negative value,

as the impeller blade number increases.

For non-Newtonianpower lawfluid, the apparent

viscosity is usually estimatedwith the fわllowing equa-

tion.

FEa
- K(ipa,)n1

1 (13)

where the average shear rate,夕q,,
1S related to the ro･

tational speed, N, as follows:

γa.-B･N (14)
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Fig. 4 Dependency of B-value on both modified Rey-

nolds number and impeller blade number.
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The proportional constant, B, isthe empirical one which

depends on the impeller geometry･

An calculated val.ue of B by using the same manner

as that in previous paper2) is shownin
Fig･ 4 for the

combination of the fluid of n
- 0.8 and the impeller

of d/D -0.5.
Figure 4 shows that the B-value is

almost independent of Reynolds number, whereas
it

increases with increase of impeller blade number･
The

increment of B-value is roughly proportionalto
one-

third power of the impeller blade number･ This fact

confirmsthe availability of the assumption that the

average shear rate is equivalent to the average shear rate

at the impeller tip radius ; ln Other words, the B-value is

expressed
as2)

B- M2)･ReGl i ･

Or

B-号･脇
from the combination between Eqs. (ll) and (15)･
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Fig. 5 Relationship between BIValue and impeller

geometries.

The calculated value of B for the different impener

sizes and different flow behaviour indices are plotted in

Fig. 5, where the solid line expresses the empirical equa-

tion ofEq.(16). Equation (16) satisfies well the払1culated

values of Bfor every combinations of impeller size,

impeller blade number and flow behaviour index･

The eddy
kinematic viscosity is analized fわr the i皿-

pdler
blade number of 2? 4 and 8? by using the model

developed by Hiraoka and FanV･ Then, a calculated

results of the eddy kinematic viscosity is shown in Fig･ 6>
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Fig･ 6 Dependency of eddy kinematicviscosity on

both
modified Reynolds

number and impeller

blade
number.

where the eddy kinematicviscosity is almost indepen-

dent of the impeller blade number, and coincides well

with the experimental result or tb¢ eddy di軌si∇ity by

Yamamoto4).

Conclusion

An effect of the impeller blade
number on the power

Input is analized mmerically for the agitated vesselwith

paddle impeller･ The power Input at Very Small Rey･

molds number of Reo ≦ 1 is roughly proportional to

one-third power of the impeller blade number. At h'gher

Reynolds
number of Reo > 1 the power input increases

slightlywith increase of Reynolds number, then the

Reynolds number dependency of the power input is

highat small impeller blade number. The average shear

rate for non-Newtomianfluid is almost independent of

Reynolds number and of tbe且ow bebavio町index,

whereas it is roughly proportional to one-third power

of the impeller blade number. This fact con丘rms the

availavi1ity of the assumption that the average shear rate

J's equivalent tothe average shear rate at the impeller

tip radius･ The eddy kinematicviscosity
estimated from

the model by Hiraoka and Fan is almost independent

of the impeller blade number.

Nomenchttqe

B
-dimensionless average shear rate defined

by Eq. (14)

β
-vessel diameter

♪′
-eddy di飽si∇ity

d
-impeller diameter

f -friction
factor

K
-且uid consistency

【m之/s]

1riil

[-]

匝g/m･ s2~乃】

L -characteristic length(-(D〝/2)･ln(D/d)) [m]

M,N-number of division 卜】

N
-rotational speed [s-l]

n
-且ow behaviour index ト】

np
-impeller blade number [-]

Re
-Reynolds number (-DVp/2p.) [-]

Reo
-modiffed Reynolds number (-Lvcp/po) 卜】

r
-dimensionless radius [-]

a,,ue - dimensionless velocity compor)ents ト】

V -rotational velocity of vessel wall [m/s]

vo -characteristic velocity (-(冗/2)NdP) [m/s】

β -correction factor in ve

(-2･ln(D/d)/ ∫(D/d)- (d/D)I) [-]

アqy =aVerage Shear rate [s-l】

A,) -tensor components of defTormation rate [s-1]

q -correction
factor in L

(-1+exp[-10 I(D/d)-1J ]) [-]

β -angle in cylindrical coordinates 【rad】

p =viscosity or non-Newtonian viscosity 【Pa･s】

FL* -dimensionless non-Newtonianviscosity

(-FL/FE.) [- ]

pa -apparent viscosity [Pa･s]

po -specified viscosity in Eq. (6) Pa･s】

y -kinematicviscosity [m2/s]

y, -eddy kinematic viscosity [m2/s]

p -加id densjty [kg/m3]

I,)
-dimensionless shear stress component [11

v -dimensionless streamfunction ト】

a)
-dimensionless vorticity ト】
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